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SIZE OF PENGUIN POLLUTION OFTHE CKM CP VIOLATING PHASE IN �Bs ! �KS�B.F.L. WardDepartment of Physis and Astronomy, University of TennesseeKnoxville, TN 37996�1200, USAandSLAC, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309, USA(Reeived Deember 15, 2000)We use the perturbative QCD methods of Lepage and Brodsky to alu-late the rate for �Bs ! �KS, with an eye toward the CP violating unitaritytriangle angle . We show that, although the penguins are large, thereare regions of the allowed parameter spae of the Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix wherein  is measurable in the sense thatpenguins hange of the value of sin(2) one would extrat from the atten-dant time dependent asymmetry measurement by less than 29%, so that a3� measurement of sin(2) as being di�erent from 0 is allowed by the or-responding theoretial unertainty. This would establish CP violation inBs deays. The rates whih we �nd tend to favour the type of luminositiesnow envisioned for hadron-based B-fatories.PACS numbers: 12.15.Hh, 13.25.Hw, 12.38.Bx, 14.40.Nd1. IntrodutionNow that there are two asymmetri e+e� olliding beam B-fatories,the SLAC-LBL-LLNL and KEK asymmetri B-fatories, as well as sev-eral other B-fatory type mahines, suh as HERA-B, the CESR upgrade,and the Tevatron upgrade, for example, under onstrution, the system-ati exploitation of these mahines for CP violation studies is not far away.To realize the true potential of these studies, it is important that the om-plete set of Standard Model CP violation parameters for the B-system beexplored, if it is at all possible. In partiular, this means that all CP vio-lating angles �; � and  of the unitarity triangle should be measured, wherewe use the notation of [1℄ for these angles. The angle � is the �gold plated�� Researh supported in part by the US DoE, grant DE-FG05-91ER40627 and ontratDE-AC03-76SF00515. (2059)



2060 B.F.L. Wardangle of the triangle, as it will be presumably the most readily measurableof the three angles, via the modes B ! 	=JKS; 	=JK�+. It (�) is in fatused to speify the minimal requirements for the B-fatory mahine and de-tetor system to be suessful. (Here, K�+ denotes the CP + neutral K�meson.) Aordingly, the B deay modes needed for measurement of theangles � and  must also be identi�ed and assessed. In this onnetion, themode �B0s ! �+KS is worthy of some attention; for, were it not for the pos-sible ontamination from penguins, this mode would be a andidate modefor the measurement of  [1℄. Indeed, the potential ontamination from pen-guins is just as substantial as it is for the mode �B ! �0�0 in onnetionwith the measurement of �, for whih the authors [2℄ have devised isospinmethods to ombine the measurements of the modes B ! �+��; �0�0 andB+ ! �+�0 to extrat � independent of the size of the penguin ontam-ination � the main experimental problem of ourse is the measurementof the �0�0 mode. It is desirable to address these penguin CP violationpollution e�ets from a dynamial approah whih aims to quantify themdiretly, thereby isolating just where a measurement may still be made, inview of the available parameter spae in the respetive CKM mixing matrix.Indeed, in a reent paper [3℄, we analysed the theoretial expetations forthe size of these penguins in the basi mode �B ! �+�� as well as in theompanion mode �B ! �0�0. We have found that, in a large region of theparameter spae, the asymmetri B-fatory devies at SLAC and KEK willbe able to extrat the fundamental CP violating angle � without dependingon the penguin trapping methods in Ref. [2℄. The natural question to askis whether an analogous region exists in the ase of the measurement of theangle  in the Bs ! �KS deay? It is this question that we address in thefollowing theoretial development.Spei�ally, we will use the approah of Lepage and Brodsky [4℄, as it isrepresented in our analysis of D ! �+��, K+K� in Ref. [5℄. In this realiza-tion of perturbative QCD for hard exlusive proesses, as we shall illustrateexpliitly below, the exlusive amplitude is represented as a onvolution ofa hard sattering kernel (referred to as TH in Ref. [4℄) with distributionamplitudes that sum the respetive large QCD ollinear logarithms assoi-ated with radiation from the external legs of the onstituent partons. Thesedistribution amplitudes, therefore, obey a rigorous QCD evolution equationderived from QCD perturbation theory in Ref. [4℄. We refer to this represen-tation of hard exlusive hadron proesses as the Lepage�Brodsky method.It was already formulated in Ref. [6℄ in the ontext of the exlusive two-bodyB deays to light mesons of the type of interest to us here. See also Refs. [7,8℄for further illustrations of the method we shall use. As we explain in Ref. [3℄,we expet the auray of our methods as used here to be at least as aurateas the 25% auray determined in the work in Ref. [5℄. We present both the



Size of Penguin Pollution of : : : 2061absolute deay rates and the ratio of branhing ratios orresponding to suhrates, with and without the penguins inluded in the respetive alulations.In this way, we expet to minimise the sensitivity of of our results to theunertainty of the normalisation of the distribution amplitudes whih we douse. Indeed, in the respetive CP asymmetry parameter sin(2) analysis,we ompute its apparent shift away from its expeted value in the abseneof penguins in ratio to that expeted value, � sin(2)= sin(2). We referto this shift as the penguin shift of sin(2). The analog of this shift plusunity was already introdued in Ref. [9℄ in the study of the time-dependentCP violating asymmetry in the �+�� deay mode. We will exhibit a for-mula for the penguin shift of sin(2) here for de�niteness in omplete analogywith what we have already published in Ref. [3℄ for the orresponding shiftof the analogous CP violating asymmetry parameter sin(2�) for the �+��deay mode. Evidently, the normalisation of our distribution amplitudesalso drops out of the penguin shift of sin(2).Conerning the CKM matrix itself, we follow the onventions of Gilmanand Kleinkneht in Ref. [10℄ for the CP violating phase Æ13 � Æ and in viewof the urrent limits on it we onsider the entire range 0 � Æ� 2�. For theCKM matrix parameters Vtd and Vub we also onsider their extremal valuesfrom [10℄ (the Partile Data Group (PDG) ompilation). To parametrisethese extremes, we use the notation de�ned in Ref. [11℄ for jVub=Vbj interms of the parameter Rb = 0:385 � 0:166 [10℄. All other CKM matrixelement parameters are taken at their entral values [10℄.We should emphasise that the deay under study here is not the onlyway to study the CP violating angle . Indeed, due to the very small rateswhih we shall �nd, it will be seen that the most appropriate mahine topursue the mode under disussion here is a hadron ollider type B-fatorydevie. As shown in Refs. [1,11,12℄, the e+e� olliding beam type B-fatorydevie an approah  from other deay mode avenues.We further emphasise that it is possible to use the methods of Lepageand Brodsky [4℄, as they are represented in the analyses in Refs. [3, 5℄, toaddress both the onept of olour suppression for the �Bs ! �KS deay aswell as the size of the penguin pollution in its CP violating phase stru-ture as desribed above. We will take advantage of this opportunity to geta quantitative estimate of the olour suppression e�et in this deay understudy here. In pratie, what this will mean is that, in addition to om-puting our Branhing Ratio (BR) for the deay with and without penguinsinluded, we will also ompute it with and without gluon exhange betweenthe would-be spetator �s and the q�q lines of the outgoing �. Again, we willfous on the respetive ratios of BR's to avoid sensitivity to the unertaintyin the normalisation of our distribution amplitudes. Suh an estimate ofolour suppression has not appeared elsewhere.
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Fig. 1. The proess �Bs! �+KS. The four-momenta are indiated in the standardmanner: PA is the four-momentum of A for all A. To leading order in the per-turbative QCD expansion de�ned by Lepage and Brodsky in [4℄, the two graphsshown are the only ones that ontribute in the dominant ontribution as isolatedby the methods of [6℄ when penguins and olour exhange between the outgoing� partons and the outgoingKS partons are ignored. The remaining graphs in whihthe gluon G is exhanged between the would-be spetator �s and the remaining� parton lines as well as the penguin type graphs are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, wherewe see that, for QCD penguins, there is the added possibility that the gluon Ginterats with the penguin gluon itself, of ourse.Spei�ally, we note that the QCD orretions to the weak interationLagrangian will be represented via the QCD orreted e�etive weak inter-ation Hamiltonian He� as it is de�ned in Ref. [11℄He� = GFp2 24Xj=u;V �jqVjb( 2Xk=1Qjqk ~Ck(�) + 10Xk=3Qqk ~Ck(�))35+ h:: ; (1)where the Wilson oe�ients ~Ci and operators Qk are as given in Ref. [11℄,GF is Fermi's onstant, � is is the renormalization sale and is of O(mb)and here q = s. The appliation of this e�etive weak interation Hamilto-nian to our proess �Bs ! �KS then proeeds aording to the realization ofthe Lepage�Brodsky expansion as desribed in [6℄. This leads to the �domi-nant� ontribution in whih the � is interpolated into the operator O2 = Q1in He� via the fatorised urrent matrix element < �j�u(0)�PLu(0)j0 >,PL � (1 � 5)=2 so that the respetive remaining urrent in O2 = Q1 isresponsible for the �Bs to KS transition shown in Fig. 1. We refer to thisontribution as the �Tree� ontribution. The omplete amplitude for theproess under study here, �Bs ! �KS, is given by the sum of the graphs inFig. 1 and those in Figs. 2 and 3, to leading order in the Lepage�Brodskyexpansion de�ned in [4℄ and realized aording to the presription in [6℄.
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Fig. 2. The olour exhange graphs for the proess �Bs ! � +KS to leading orderin the Lepage�Brodsky expansion in [4,6℄, ignoring penguins. The kinematis is asde�ned in Fig. 1.In Fig. 2, we show the graphs in whih olour is exhanged between thewould-be spetator �s in Fig. 1 and the outgoing � parton lines and in Fig. 3we show the respetive penguin graphs: the dominant graphs, aording tothe presription in Ref. [6℄, 3(a), (b), the olour exhange graphs 3(), (d),and the exhange of the hard gluon G between the would-be spetator �s andthe penguin gluon itself for QCD penguins, 3(e), whih we also will lassify asolour exhange. To address the issue of fatorisation/olour-suppression,we shall present results when graphs in Figs. 2 and 3()�(e) are droppedand when they are inluded. We thus give results for the approximations in������������������





- -Ĝ ^_ _@@U �������V @@�� -�BsP �Bs KsPKs+�P�b W�s(a) dd�d ������ 		- -G^_̂ _@@U �������V @@�� -�Bs Ks +�b W�s(b) dd�d������������������ 						- -G^ ^_ _@@U �������V @@�� -�BsP �Bs KsPKs+�P�b W�s(c) dd�d ��������� 			- -G^_̂ _@@U �������V @@�� -�Bs Ks +�b W�s(d) dd�d��������� 			- -Ĝ ^_ _@@U �������G@@�� -�BsP �Bs KsPKs+ � � ��P�b W�s(e) dd�dFig. 3. The penguin graphs for the proess �Bs ! � +KS, to leading order in theLepage�Brodsky expansion de�ned in [4,6℄. The kinematis is as de�ned in Fig. 1.



2064 B.F.L. Wardwhih only the graphs in Fig. 1 are inluded (�Tree�), in whih the graphsin Figs. 1, 3(a) and (b) are inluded (�Tree+Penguin�), in whih the graphsin Figs. 1, 2, 3(a) and (b) are inluded (�Tree+Penguin+Tree Colour Ex-hange (CET)�), and in whih all graphs in Figs. 1, 2, 3(a)�(e) are inluded(�Tree+Penguin+Tree and Penguin Colour Exhange (CET+P)�). For theEletro Weak (EW) penguins, there is no penguin gluon with whih thewould-be spetator �s ould interat. We need to stress that, as shown inRef. [6℄, the usual QCD fatorisation properties for exlusive amplitudesat large momentum transfer are su�ient to justify the formulation of ouramplitude aording to the graphs in Figs. 1�3. More phenomenologial ar-guments, suh as the urrent �eld identity based BSW model in [13℄, et.,whih would lead to the same graphs, are not needed.Some disussion of the e�etive values of the oe�ients C1= ~C2; C2= ~C1in relation to the oe�ients a1 and a2 as de�ned in Ref. [13℄ is now appropri-ate. Following Ref. [13℄ and the reent results in Ref. [14℄, when we use thestandard QCD to alulate the diagrams in Fig. 1 and take them alone as ourresult (this is our de�nition of fatorisation), we use a2 �= 0:24 �= jC2(mb)jand when we assess the olour-suppression e�et by inluding the exhangeof G between the �s and the q�q of the � we set C1(mb) �= 1:1; these resultsare onsistent with those found in Ref. [14℄. We note that the naive relationa2 �= C2 + C1=3 �= 0:127 would give a value for a2 that is about a fator oftwo smaller than what is found in Refs. [13, 14℄ and the referenes therein.The parameters a1; a2 are, therefore, purely phenomenologial properties ofthe hard e�etive weak interation proess and an be taken from experi-ment in our analysis: one may view a2, for example, as the e�etive valueof C2+C1=3 when the urrent �eld identity is used to interpolate the � intoour e�etive weak interation vertex. The Lepage�Brodsky formalism thenallows us to alulate the reoil orretions assoiated with the momentumtransfer required for the would-be spetator to be kiked from the Bs to the�nal outgoing KS using perturbative QCD to desribe the respetive hardgluon exhange, as we noted above. This �kik� is the de�ning aspet of ouralulation of �Bs ! �KS in omparison to those in Ref. [15℄ and in fat inomparison to the related two body B deay analyses in Ref. [16℄. The pointis the following. As one an see from the results in Refs. [3, 5, 8℄, ontraryto what happens in the tree level part of the alulations in Refs. [15, 16℄,the graph in Fig. 1 in whih the hard gluon kik to the spetator omesfrom the b-quark line (the heavy quark line) develops an imaginary partthat is treated rigorously in our work so that there is a non-trivial strongphase for our �tree level� ontribution ompared to those in Refs. [15, 16℄.This happens beause, as mB > mb + ms where mq are evaluated at the



Size of Penguin Pollution of : : : 2065sale � mB, the heavy quark line an reah its perturbative QCD massshell in the graph in Fig. 1, and in the similar graphs in Figs. 2 and 3.Evidently, this e�et is missing in the results in Refs. [15, 16℄. Any seriousdisussion of the CP asymmetries in the amplitudes for exlusive two-bodyB deays must take this strong phase into aount in general (it is di�erentfor �Tree+Penguin� ontributions for example) as one an see from our for-mula for time-dependent asymmetry in �Bs ! �KS below. Our paper is the�rst paper to do this systematially.Here, we should also omment on the reent results of Ref. [17℄ on theproess B ! ��. The authors in Ref. [17℄ use the same Feynman diagrams,analogous to those in Figs. 1�3 here, as we have shown already in Ref. [3℄and same Lepage�Brodsky expansion formalism exept that they assume thegraphs analogous to those in Fig. 1 are to be replaed by a real form fatorwith the appropriate external wave funtion/deay onstant fators. Theusual orretions to the diagrams in Fig. 1 are then represented as a powerseries in �s times this assumed real form fator. We do not make suh anassumption; we alulate systematially in the Lepage�Brodsky expansion.A major di�erene is that the authors in Ref. [17℄ miss the reoil phase ofthe dominant ontribution in the analog of Fig. 1 for the B ! �� proess,although they do alulate the reoil phase in the respetive analogs of Figs. 2and 3. To see what e�et this has, we note that, from our Eq. (5) in Ref. [3℄,we get the diret CP violation result [18℄ for the �B ! �� proess as�0:0086 < AdirCP < 0; for  2 (0; �) ; (2)�0:0086 < AdirCP < �0:0050; for 3�4 �  � �4 ; (3)with AdirCP monotone dereasing in the seond urrently preferred [1℄ region of for �=4 �  � 1:806 and monotone inreasing for 1:806 �  � 3�=4,whereas in Ref. [17℄ this asymmetry is predited to be �4% sin. Evidently,experiment will soon be able to distinguish between the two approahes. SeeRef. [19℄ for further disussion of this and related matters.In this way, using the methods of Ref. [4℄ we evaluate the graphsillustrated in Fig. 1�3 and arrive at the results in Table I and in Fig. 4(the expliit expressions for the respetive amplitudes may be inferred fromthose for the proess �B ! �� given in Eq. (1) and in Eqs. (A1)�(A4) inRef. [3℄, via the appropriate substitutions of momenta and distribution am-plitudes; for example, for the fator FN in (A1) in Ref. [3℄ we would nowhave its form obtained by the substitutions:



2066 B.F.L. Warda1 ! a2p2f�P��� ! f�m�"(P�)�p3f�2 y1y2 ! p3fK2p2 y1y2 �1 + 3�0K(y2 � y1)�P�+ ! PKSmu ! mdm� ! mKS4x22y2E2�+m2B ! q2 �(Pd+q)2�m2d + i"�(�2x2y2E�+mB)(y1m2B �m2b + i") ! q2 �(Pb�q)2�m2b + i"� ; (4)wherein q = P 0�s � P�s, Pf , f = b; �s is 4-momentum of f in the �Bs in Fig. 1and Pd; P 0�s are the 4-momentum of d; �s, respetively, in the KS in Fig. 1, sothat we have P�s �= x2P �Bs and P 0�s �= y2PKS , for example, and �0K �= 0:418is the asymmetry parameter in the Lepage�Brodsky distribution amplitudefor the KS as determined in Ref. [20℄ and evolved to the sale mB . We usefK �= 0:112. In this regard, we further note that the Lepage�Brodsky dis-tribution amplitude for the � in the analog of Eq. (A4) in Ref. [3℄ for theproess under study here would substitute p3f�m� 6"(P�)z1z2(1:348�1:74z1+ 1:74z21 ) for p3f�z1z25(6P 0�0 +m�) for example by the standard methods,where we use the Chernyak�Zhitnitsky type result [21℄ for the � distributionamplitude in analogy with our disussion in the Notes Added in Ref. [3℄.Here, "(P�) and f� are the respetive � polarisation 4-vetor and deayonstant with f� �= 0:14GeV. The �Bs distribution amplitude is taken inomplete analogy with the �Bd in Ref. [3℄, so that it is given by:aB�B(w1; w2)p2N = aBÆ(w2 � x2)p2N ;where N= 3 is the number of olours, aB = fBs=p4N and x2 �= 0:0542is determined, as we present in our Appendix, following the treatment ofheavy mesons in Ref. [4℄ using potential model parameters suh as those inRef. [22℄. Finally, note that the quark masses mq are the running urrentquark masses [23℄). For ompleteness, the omplete result for the amplitudeorresponding to the graphs shown in Figs. 1�3 is given in the Appendix.Moreover, the preise de�nition of the penguin shift � sin(2) is given bythe following generalisation to our proess �Bs ! �KS of the formula ofGronau in Ref. [9℄ for the orresponding shift of sin(2�) due to penguins inthe �Bd ! �� proess:



Size of Penguin Pollution of : : : 2067� sin(2)��(sin(2)) � Im�12(1 + j�j2) ; (5)for � = AT e�i�T+iÆT +Pj APj e�i�Pj+iÆPjAT e+i�T+iÆT +Pj APj e+i�Pj+iÆPj ; (6)where the amplitude AT e�i�T+iÆT orresponds to the tree-level weak pro-esses in Figs. 1 and 2 and the amplitudes APje�i�Pj+iÆPj orrespond to therespetive penguin proesses in Fig. 3. Here, we identify the weak phases ofthe respetive amplitudes as �r; r=T; Pj and the attendant strong phasesas Ær; r= T; Pj . In general, j=1; 2 distinguishes the eletri and magnetipenguins when this is required, as one an see in our Appendix. In thisnotation, we have  � �T . From the results in Table I, and their ratioswith one another, we see that the olour suppression idea does not reallyhold for this deay. We see, as already antiipated by several authors [1℄,that the penguins are indeed important. There is a regime, 0Æ �  . 40:5Æ,102:5Æ .  . 157:9Æ, for the entral value of Rb for example, wherein theshift of sin(2) is less than 29% of its magnitude so that it would be measur-TABLE IBR for �Bs ! �KS as a funtion of Rb as de�ned in the text. The fatorisedapproximation without penguin e�ets is denoted as �Tree�; the orrespondingresults with the penguin e�ets (both EW and QCD penguins) inluded aredenoted by �Tree+Penguin�; the results orresponding to the inlusion of thegluon exhange between the u�u in the � and the �s would-be spetator are de-noted by �Tree+Penguin+CET�; and, when the gluon exhanges between the�s would-be spetator and the outgoing d �d of the � and the penguin gluon it-self are inluded, we denote the result by �Tree+Penguin+CET+P�. All resultsare given with a fator of (fBs=0:141GeV)2 � 10�8 removed for a total width� (Bs ! all) = 4:085� 10�13GeV and for the variation 0 � Æ13 � 2�.BR ( �B ! �KS)=(fBs= 0:141GeV)2Tree Tree+Penguin Tree+Penguin+CET Tree+Penguin+CET+PRb �10�80:220 0:0352 [0:0296; 0:0875℄ [0:0111; 0:823℄ [0:000205; 0:646℄0:385 0:108 [0:0158; 0:117℄ [0:236; 1:66℄ [0:0805; 1:21℄0:551 0:221 [0:00624; 0:151℄ [0:752; 2:79℄ [0:338; 1:95℄
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Fig. 4. Penguin shift of the CP asymmetry sin(2) in �Bs ! �KS for Rb = 0:385for the matrix element approximation orresponding to the last olumn in Table I.The analogous plots for the �1� values of Rb are disussed in the text.able in this regime if the luminosity is large enough to provide a su�ientnumber of events. By measurable, we mean that a 3� result for its valueis not bloked by the unertainty from penguins. We de�ne this regime inwhih j� sin()= sin()j is less than 0:29 as the measurability regime. Ap-proximately 34% of this regime of measurability intersets the allowed regiongiven by the limits on  disussed in Ref. [1℄, 135Æ &  & 45Æ. We needto stress the following. When the pollution in the sin(2) is . j sin(2)j,a 15�20% auray alulation of the pollution is su�ient � when we haveas well j�(sin(2))j < 0:29 j sin(2)j sin(2) is diretly measurable; when0:29 j sin(2)j < j�(sin(2))j . j sin(2)j, we measure a quantity from whihwe an extrat sin(2) with 20% theoretial preision so that sin(2) anstill be extrated. However, when the pollution is itself dominant and sin(2)is � 20% of it, a 20% auray knowledge of the pollution will not permitthe extration of sin(2). Thus, for a given preision on the pollution, de-pending on the relative size of the pollution and sin(2), one has these threeregions and one of these is exatly that addressed as our regime of measur-ability, one wherein sin(2) is measurable. (For the �1� deviations of Rb,the measurability regimes are qualitatively similar in size and loation, withthe exeption that the lower regime is absent for the �1� deviation ase.So, we do not show these �1� deviation measurability regimes separatelyhere � see Ref. [19℄ for the orresponding plots analogous to that in Fig. 4.)



Size of Penguin Pollution of : : : 2069The question naturally arises as to the sensitivity of our regime of mea-surability to the parameters in our alulation. We now turn to this. Sinethe penguin shifts plotted in Fig. 4 are determined from amplitude ratios,they do not depend on the normalisations of the distribution amplitudes,or the hard reoil gluon exhange oupling in Figs. 1�3. What they dodepend on are the relative strengths of the leading and non-leading Gegen-bauer oe�ients [4℄ in the distribution amplitudes, the relative strengths ofthe penguin and non-penguin operators in the e�etive weak Hamiltonian(a2 and the value of �s in our one-loop penguins), the quark running massesand the light-one fration x2 of the �s in the Bs as determined by the Cornellmodel of B mesons. We have varied all of these parameters systematiallyas urrently allowed by the 1� limits on them when they are taken fromdata or theory together with data [19℄. We �nd that the �rst part of theregime of measurability varies from [0Æ; 19Æ℄ to [0Æ; 58Æ℄. Thus, it may evenbe true that some of the allowed regime, 45Æ .  . 135Æ, overlaps this �rstpart of our regime of measurability. The most important aspet of this vari-ation is that most of it is due to hanging the value of the running b-quarkmass by just �3:5% and by varying the value of a2 between 0:14 and 0:34(for referene, the variation in �s is just that generated by the 1� variationof �QCD (see the following), the variations of the non-leading Gegenbaueroe�ients are the 1� variations as determined from their extration fromdata in Refs. [20, 21℄, the 1� variations of the running quark masses are asgiven in Ref. [23℄ and the methods therein, and the variation of x2, between0:041 and 0:071, is as given by the parameter variations allowed in Ref. [22℄� see Ref. [19℄ for further details). If we do not vary these two measurableparameters, then the �rst part of our measurability regime only varies be-tween [0Æ; 35Æ℄ to [0Æ; 47Æ℄, i.e., it is robust to the remaining parameters inour alulation. In the atual preision hadron B-fatory environment, wean expet that both mb and a2 will be known muh better than we knowthem urrently from omparison with data, either experimental or theoret-ial (lattie) data. The urrent large sensitivity to mb and a2 of the upperboundary on the �rst part of our regime of measurability is mainly aa-demi beause this regime is already outside the preferred region of  andthe variations we see with mb; a2 still leave most of this �rst part outside thepreferred region. The seond part of our regime of measurability begins at102:5Æ and ends at 157:9Æ. Upon variation of our fundamental parametersas we desribed above, the beginning point varies between [98:2Æ; 105:5Æ℄and the ending point varies between [138Æ; 180Æ℄, so that the preferred re-gion of  whih overlaps the seond and most important part of our regimeof measurability, [102:5Æ; 135Æ℄ is only hanged by +3:0�4:3 degrees by the ur-rent unertainties in our fundamental parameters. Again, if we do not varya2 and mb, this already small e�et is redued signi�antly. We thus havea robust predition that  is measurable in the regime [102:5Æ; 135Æ℄.



2070 B.F.L. WardReently, several authors [24℄ have argued that urrent data atuallyprefer the regime 36Æ �  � 97Æ, although more reent theoretial analy-ses [25, 26℄ would question this onlusion. Here, we stress that, from ourresults in Fig. 4, we an see that, in this new so-alled preferred region,exept for the small region 86:6Æ �  � 92:7Æ, the penguin shift is boundedin magnitude by a fator of 2 relative to the atual value of sin(2) so that,as we have a � 15% aurate knowledge of this shift, we still may use ourresults in the Appendix to radiatively orret this pollution out of sin(2) tothe � 30% aurate level, allowing again a 3� measurement of sin(2). Theuse of this tehnique to make fundamental tests of the SM is well-known [27℄.The BR's in Table I, whih remain qualitatively similar to their valuesshown here under the variations of parameters just onsidered, however,tend to indiate that the required luminosity would be more appropriate tohadron mahines than to an e+e� annihilation B-fatory. We note that theresults in Table I are somewhat lower than the general range of similar resultsin Refs. [15, 16℄. For example, our highest values for the BR just reah thelowest values in latter referenes. The reent and upoming measurementsof rare B proesses an then already disriminate among various models ofthese proesses on the basis of deay rates alone. To illustrate this, we notethat in Ref. [3℄ we used our methods to ompute the range1:87 � 10�60�g2s(m2B)g2s(m2B) ������(5)QCD=0:1GeV1A2� fBd0:136GeV�2� BR( �Bd!�+��)�2:63�10�60�g2s(m2B)g2s(m2B)������(5)QCD=0:1GeV1A2� fBd0:136GeV�2: (7)We note that, aording to Ref. [28℄, the urrent two-loop value of �(5)QCDis 237+26�24MeV and aording to Ref. [29℄ the best value of p2fBd is now210 � 30MeV so that we have the estimate g2s(m2B)g2s(m2B) ������(5)QCD=0:1GeV!2� fB0:136GeV�2 �= 1:7 : (8)This means that our result in Eq. (7) is onsistent with the reent CLEOresult [30℄ BR( �Bd ! �+��) = 4:7+1:8�1:5 � 0:6 � 10�6. Nonetheless, even ifwe allow the entire range whih we and the authors in Refs. [15, 16℄ �ndfor BR( �Bs ! �KS), we are led to suggest that the B-fatory of the SLAC-LBL/KEK type should fous its attention on other possible roads to .Others [1℄ have reahed a similar onlusion.Finally, we stress that we have found that the assumption of olour sup-pression (fatorisation) does not appear to work very well in our alulations.



Size of Penguin Pollution of : : : 2071This is onsistent with the results in Refs. [31,32℄ on the analysis of the dataon the proesses B ! 	=J K�. We will take up the orresponding analysiswith our methods elsewhere [19℄.The author aknowledges the kind hospitality of Prof. C. Presott andSLAC Group A and helpful disussions with Drs. P. Dauney, R. Fleisherand Prof. L. Laneri at various stages of this work.Appendix AIn this Appendix, we reord for ompleteness the amplitude whih wehave evaluated from Figs. 1�3. Spei�ally, following the usual Feynmanrules and the presription given in Ref. [4℄, as already illustrated in Ref. [3℄,we get the amplitudeM( �Bs ! �KS) = (2�)4 Æ �P �Bs � P� � PKS�2mB 2E� 2EKS (2�)9=2��AT e�i�T eiÆT +Xj APje�i�Pj eiÆPj �; (A.1)where the �would-be tree level� ontribution to the amplitude is, from Figs. 1and 2, given by:AT e�i�T eiÆT = Z d[y℄ d[w℄�Tr8>>:�fK�K5(6PKS +mKS)p2p2 (�iGFa2VubV �ud)p2 m�f� 6"�(P�)(1� 5)� i6Pb� 6q �mb + i" (�igs��) aB�B5(6PB �mB)p2N (�igs��)+ (�igs��) fK�K5(6PKS +mKS)p2p2 (�igs��) i6Pd+ 6q �md + i"� (�iGFa2VubV �ud)p2 m�f� 6"�(P�)(1� 5)aB�B5(6PB �mB)p2N � (�i)q2+ re Z d[z℄�Tr( (�igs��) fK�K5(6PKS +mKS)p2p2� (�iGFa2VubV �ud)p2 �e�(1� 5)aB�B5(6PB �mB)p2N )��f��� 6"�(P�)m�p2p2 (�igs��) i6Pu+ 6q �mu + i" �e�(1� 5)+ i�6P�u�6q �mu+i" (�igs��) f��� 6"�(P�)m�p2p2 �e�(1�5)�� (�i)q2 9>>;; (A.2)



2072 B.F.L. Wardwhere ontribution of Fig. 2 is (not) inluded for re = 1(0) and wherefKp2p2�K = fKp2p2�K(y1; y2) ;f�p2p2�� = f�p2p2��(z1; z2) ;aBp2N�B = aBp2N�B(w1; w2) ;are the Lepage�Brodsky distribution amplitudes:�K(y1; y2) = y1y2 �1 + 3�0K(y2 � y1)� ;��(z1; z2) = z1z2 �1:348 � 1:74z1 + 1:74z21� ;�B(w1; w2) = Æ(w2 � x2) ;are as indiated in the text above withx2 = �ms � (ms +mb �mB)mb(ms +mb) � ;following the treatment of heavy mesons suggested by Ref. [4℄ based on non-relativisti potential model onsiderations for example. Here, the onstituentquark masses are taken as [22℄ ms �= 0:51GeV and mb �= 5:1GeV, so thatx2 �= 0:0542 when we take mB �= 5:369GeV, as we should aording toRef. [10℄. From Ref. [3℄ we have aB = fB=p12 where fB is the B deayonstant. Here, PA is the 4-momentum of A for all A and, when a parton-type ours in two external wave funtions a prime is used to distinguish thetwo 4-momenta in an obvious way. To be preise, let us list these internalparton momenta as follows for Fig. 1:P+b = x1mB ; P�b = m2b +Q2?(B)x1mB ; ~Pb? = ~Q?(B);P+�s = x2mB ; P��s = m2s +Q2?(B)x2mB ; ~P�s? = � ~Q?(B);Q2?(B) = x1x2m2B � x2m2b � x1m2s;P+d = y1(EK + PKz); P�d = m2d +Q2?(K)y1(EK + PKz) ; ~Pd? = ~Q?(K);P 0+�s = y2(EK + PKz); P 0��s = m2s +Q2?(K)y2(EK + PKz) ; ~P 0�s? = ~Q?(K);Q2?(K) = y1y2m2K � y2m2d � y1m2s;



Size of Penguin Pollution of : : : 2073where we always work to leading order in Q2?=m2B for all Q?, and where weuse the usual light-one notation with EK = P 0K and and PKz = P 3K so thatP�K = P 0K � P 3K , et. The �e are the QCD olour matries generating thevetor representation arried by the quarks so that gs is the QCD ouplingonstant. Thus, Eq. (A.2) illustrates expliitly how the Feynman diagramsin Figs. 1�3 are evaluated for readers unfamiliar with the methods we usedin Ref. [3℄, for example. The standard trae and integration manipulations,taking into aount the de�nition [4℄ [dx℄ � dx1dx2Æ(1�x1�x2), then leadfrom Eq. (A.2) to the result:AT e�i�T eiÆT= �iGFp2 F V �udVubCF a2p2 PCMSm2BQ2� "I21�mB � 2(mK +mb) + mKmbmB �+ I22�2(mK �EK) + m2KmB �+�x2mB � 2(x2EK + x1mK) +md + mK(mK �md)mB � 0:291D2+�4C1p2 remBa2 �0:2912m2B ��m2B+m2K+m2��(1:348â1�3:088â2+3:48â3�1:74â4)� 0:166666m2�m2B ��0:253b̂0 + 2:758b̂1 � 2:505b̂2�!# ; (A.3)where the various mathematial symbols are de�ned below. Continuingin this way, using the entirely similar methods, we �nd that the penguingraphs in Fig. 3 orrespond to the ontributions to the amplitude in Eq. (A.1)given by:AP1e�i�P1 eiÆP1= �iGFp2 F (mBPCMSQ2 �P (a)I31m2B "�x2 � 2(x2EK + x1mK)mB + m2Km2B � 1D2+�1� 2(mb +mK)mB + mKmbm2B � I210:291 + �1 + 2mKmB + m2�m2B! I220:291#+�Pea�P (a)��g + Peb�P (a)� rep) ;



2074 B.F.L. WardAP2e�i�P2 eiÆP2= �iGFp2 F mBPCMSQ2 �P (b)"�mbm2� �x2mB2 �mK� 1D2� I33+�mbmKx1 �m2� �m2K�+mbmB ��1 + 3x12 � x21�m2K�x2m2B + �1� x12 � x2m2��� I32D2+�mbm3Bx1 � 12x1m2bm2B � 4x1mbm2BEK �1� mb2mB�+ 3x1mbm2BmK �12 � mbmB�� I32I210:291+ 3x1mbmBm2K � x1mbmK  m2B + m2K2 � m2�2 !! I32I220:291�mbm2�mB �1� mb2mB� I33I210:291 + mbmKm2�0:582 I33I22#: (A.4)In Eqs.(A.2)�(A.5), the following de�nitions have been used:F = fKf�aBC2F g2sp3 ;Q2 = EK + PCMS2mB �x1m2B �m2b +m2s�;I21 = �0:253m2B `21 + 2:505m2B `22 ;I22 = �0:253m2B `22 + 2:505m2B `23;for `21 = 0:403041 � 2:202003i ;`22 = �0:3794583 � 0:6585764i ;`23 = �0:5097241 � 0:1969674i ;I31 = 0:0485 ;I32 = 0:2910:3 �0:195517m2B � 0:064303im2B �;I33 = 0:2910:3 �0:132055m2B � 0:0608173im2B �;



Size of Penguin Pollution of : : : 2075D2 = m2b +m2��(E� + PCMS)x1mB�(E��PCMS)�x2mB + m2bmB ��m2d ;â1 = �1:0� x2 ln x1x2 � x2�i ;â2 = �0:5� x2 � x22 ln x1x2 � x22�i ;â3 = �13 � x22 � x22 + x32 ln x1x2 � x32�i ;â4 = �0:25 �x41 � x42�� 43 �x31 + x32� x2 � 3x22 �x21 � x22��4x32 � x42 ln x1x2 � x42 �i ;b̂0 = � ln x1x2 � �i ; b̂1 = â1 ; b̂2 = â2 ;�P (a)jg = �s2�V �jdVjb8>>>>:" 112 � 1xj � 1�+ 1213 � 1xj � 1�2 � 12 � 1xj � 1�3#xj+"23� 1xj�1�+ 23� 1xj�1�2� 56� 1xj�1�3+12� 1xj�1�4!xj#lnxj9>>>>;;�P (a) = �P (a)��g + �em8�s2W CF8>>>>:� s2W 1627 V �d Vb ln xux+ V �td Vtb(� 4�3x2t lnxt4(xt � 1)2 + xt4 � 3xt4(xt � 1)�� 5xt(xt � 1) �1� lnxtxt � 1�� 2���Vtd���2 � 3x3t lnxt2(xt � 1)3 � xt�0:25 � 94(xt � 1) � 32(xt � 1)2�!+ 4s2W3  0:641 � xt� 73(xt � 1) + 1312(xt � 1)2 � 12(xt � 1)3�� xt lnxt 16(xt � 1) � 3512(xt � 1)2 � 56(xt � 1)3 + 12(xt � 1)4!+ 49 lnxu!��xt2 � 34(xt � 1) + 3 �2x2t � xt� lnxt4(xt � 1)2 � 34�)9>>>>;;xj = m2j=M2W ; j = u; ; t ;



2076 B.F.L. Ward�P (b) = ��s2� V �td Vtb (�0:195) + �em6�CF V �td Vtb� "0:641 + xt 12(xt � 1) + 94(xt�1)2+ 32(xt�1)3!� 3x3t lnxt2(xt � 1)4#;
Pea = CGCF mBPCMS4x2dbkdbp8>>>>:ip00n��12 + 4x1�m2K + (6� 4x1)m2� � 3x1m2B� 11x1mKmB + 12 �m2s �m2d�o+ ip10 �5m2B � 5m2� � 6mBmK	+ ip01�52m2B � 32m2� + 32m2K�+ 2m2Bdbr "x1idp00((x1mB +mK)EK� (2� x2)m2B � P� � PK � x2mBmK + 4mKE�+ m2�x1 �1� 2mKmB ��m2d�12 + 2x1 �1� 2mKmB ��+ 12 �m2K +m2s�)+ idp01(2E�EK + 2P� � PK �x1 � mK2mB�+mKE��1� 5x1 � 32mKmB �+ 2x1mBE�� E�2mBm2s � 2m2� x2 + m2�2x1m2B � E�mB!+  2m2�x1m2B + E�2mB!m2d)� x1idp10�2mBEK �1� 3mK2mB �+m2K�+ 2idp11�P� � PK �1� EKmB � 3mK2mB �+EKE� + m2K2mBE��+ E�mB idp02�m2K �m2B +�x2x1 � 1�m2��� 2 m2�x1m2B idp12P� � PK#9>>>>;;



Size of Penguin Pollution of : : : 2077dbk = m2B +m2K �m2�dbp = m2B �m2K �m2� ;dbr = m2B +m2� �m2K ;x2 = 2Q2dbk ;ip00 = 0:529 ;ip10 = 0:5291 � r�2 ;ip01 = Æa3 + Æb4 + Æ5 ;where r� = 0:418 ; Æa = 1:348 ; Æb = �1:74 ; Æ = 1:74 ; andidp00 = Æairdp1(z0) + Æbirdp2(z0) + Æirdp3(z0) ;idp01 = Æairdp2(z0) + Æbirdp3(z0) + Æirdp4(z0) ;idp10 = (Æairdp1(z0) + Æbirdp2(z0) + Æirdp3(z0))1� r�2 = idp00 1� r�2 ;idp02 = Æairdp3(z0) + Æbirdp4(z0) + Æirdp5(z0) ;idp11 = (Æairdp2(z0) + Æbirdp3(z0) + Æirdp4(z0))1� r�2 = idp01 1� r�2 ;idp12 = (Æairdp3(z0) + Æbirdp4(z0) + Æirdp5(z0))1� r�2 = idp02 1� r�2whereirdp1(z) = �1� z ln 1� zz � �zi ;irdp2(z) = �0:5� z � z2 ln 1� zz � �z2i ;irdp3(z) = �(1� z)3 + z33 � 3z (1 � z)2 � z22 � 3z2 � z3 ln 1� zz � �z3i ;irdp4(z) = �(1� z)4 � z44 � 4z (1 � z)3 + z33 � 3z2((1� z)2 � z2)� 4z3 � z4 ln 1� zz � �z4i ;irdp5(z) = �(1� z)5 + z55 � 5z (1 � z)4 � z44 � 10z2 (1� z)3 + z33� 5z3((1 � z)2 � z2)� 5z4 � z5 ln 1� zz � �z5i ;



2078 B.F.L. Wardand for z0 = m2b=(x1dbr)Peb = �1� 0:5CGCF � mBPCMS2Q2 (�1 + r�)nÆa (irdp1(x1)� irdp2(x1)) ;+ Æb(irdp2(x1)� irdp3(x1)) + Æ(irdp3(x1)� irdp4(x1))o ; (A.5)where the kinematis is the usual two-body deay one:mB = EK +E� ;EK = dbk2mB ;PCMS = q�(m2B;m2K ;m2�)2mB ;for �(x; y; z) = x2 + y2 + z2 � 2xy � 2xz � 2yz, so that the deay widthitself is given by: � ( �B ! �KS) = jMj2 PCMS8�m2B : (A.6)Here, CG = 3; CF = 4=3 and we have used the values [23℄:mu(1GeV) �= 5:0MeV;md(1GeV) �= 8:9MeV;ms(1GeV) �= 0:175GeV;m(m) �= 1:3GeV;mb(mb) �= 4:5GeV;andmt(mt) �= 176GeV :We take s2W = sin2 �W �= 0:2315, where �W is the usual weak mixing angleand �em is the QED �ne struture onstsnt. We note further that we usean average value of the square of the momentum transfer to the would-bespetator in Figs. 1�3 to get g2s �= 3:72 in F above; the analogous average forthe square of the momentum transfer through the penguin yields �s �= 0:25
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